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Mean Toads

Stevenson

A pair of toads leap onto the road.  The pair of toads are mean.  They go to 17
Gail's jeep.  The toads put nails on the seats of the jeep.  They leap off the 33

road and peek at the jeep.  Gail and Dean go into the jeep and sit on the seats 51

- and the nails.  Gail and Dean feel pain.  Gail and Dean wail and moan.  The 66

toads leap in the air. 71

A main roams down the road with a pair of goats.  The maid hears Gail and 87

Dean moan.  The maid sees the toad, sand says "NO!"  The toads fear the 101

maid.  The toads fear the goats.  The maid aims a bean at the toads.  The 116

goats leap at the toads with tails in the air.  The toads leap and leap away.  No 133

more mean toads. 136

Readability Estimation

Formula Value
Spache 2.99

Flesch Index 114.6/100
Fog Index 3.0

SMOG-Grading 3.0
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Curriculum-Based Measurement: Oral Reading Fluency Passage: Student Copy

A pair of toads leap onto the road.  The pair of toads are mean.  They go to

Gail's jeep.  The toads put nails on the seats of the jeep.  They leap off the

road and peek at the jeep.  Gail and Dean go into the jeep and sit on the seats

- and the nails.  Gail and Dean feel pain.  Gail and Dean wail and moan.  The

toads leap in the air.

A main roams down the road with a pair of goats.  The maid hears Gail and

Dean moan.  The maid sees the toad, sand says "NO!"  The toads fear the

maid.  The toads fear the goats.  The maid aims a bean at the toads.  The

goats leap at the toads with tails in the air.  The toads leap and leap away.  No

more mean toads.
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